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NOTE ON GREEN'S FUNCTION IN ANISOTROPIC ELASTICITY*
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Abstract. Green's function for an elastic, anisotropic medium is constructed with
the help of the method used by Courant and Hilbert in the study of light propagation
through an anisotropic dielectric. The amplitudes of the arrivals corresponding to each
wave surface are expressed as functions of the curvature of the normal surfaces. Multi-
valued solutions are expressed as integrals over the dislocation lines, whose motion is
assumed to be known, but otherwise arbitrary. The formulae are worked out in detail
for the isotropic medium.

Introduction. The purpose of this note is to put on record a number of formulae
which have been derived with the help of Green's function for an anisotropic elastic
medium. Green's function can be constructed formally by a method which is described
by Courant and Hilbert [1]. The resulting expression can be used directly to investigate
its main singularities, called the arrivals. Also Green's integral theorem yields solutions
of the equations of elasticity which can be interpreted as describing dislocations in
arbitrary motion.

Since the emphasis of the present work is on finding formulae for the arrivals and
the multivalued displacements, no particular effort has been made to establish general,
but still sufficient conditions for the validity of these results. For the derivation of
Green's function a reference to the more recent work on distributions, e.g. Lighthill [2],
may be sufficient. For the construction of multivalued displacements the existence of
the necessary continuity in the dislocation shapes and motions has been tacitly assumed.
In order to illustrate the general procedure, the case of an isotropic medium has been
discussed in more detail. In particular it is shown in which manner the multivaluedness
arises in the integral representation of the dislocation.

1. Symbols and basic formulae. Greek indices run from 0 to 3. Latin indices run
from 1 to 3. If an index occurs twice in a product, it has to be summed. Space coordinates
are (xl , x2 , x3) or (x, y, z), the time coordinate is x0 or t. The displacement is given by
a vector (iii , u2 , Ms) or (vt , v2 , v3), the body forces by a vector p(h , f2 , /3)
or p(<7! , (j2 , f/.-s), where the density p of the elastic medium has been inserted for con-
venience. Finally there is the stress tensor c, ,- and the strain tensor eif .

The unbounded anisotropic medium is now described in the ordinary fashion by the
following relations:

1 / dUj du\
e<i ~ 2 \dXj dxj ' (1)

cr,, = ciiMekl = Cn,kl ; (Hooke'slaw) (2)

Cij.lcl = Cij ,lk ' Cji.lk Cij.kl ' Ckl.ij (3)
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P = pfk + ; (Conservation of momentum) (4)
Cft OX I

g\.
7ii.*x dx Qx = — fi ; (Equations of motion) (5)

Til,00 = ! Tt'/.ok — Til,to : 0; (6)

7,-,- n = - c,* /( ; (note the change in index order) (6)
p

The symmetry of the coefficients y implies the formula

, d ( dUj dVj\ .

where
d2 r>2U," 2 d Vj

7""x to, ~ _/i' 7"-x &x, dxx ~ _fir< •

Green's integral formula results from (7) by integrating both sides over some volume in
(t, x, y, z) space and transforming the righthand side into a surface integral.

2. Construction of Green's function. Green's function for the equations of elasticity
can be obtained with the help of the method which is described by Courant and Hilbert
[1], (p. 260 460 ff.). Since the procedure is straightforward, there is no need for ex-
plaining the details; but the result will be stated explicitly.

Let us consider a matrix of 3 rows and 3 columns whose elements ma are quadratic
functions of the four variables £0, ?i , £2 , £3 given by

^ ii y 1J , *X S ftSX • (8)

If M is the determinant | mu |, and Mi} the minor of mit , then M is of sixth, and Mu
is of fourth order in £„. We define now differential operators D and Du which are obtained
from M and Mu by formally replacing £„ —> d/dx„ . These operators satisfy the relation

yn.,\ d*/dxK dxx-Dik = Silc ■ D. (9)

A polynomial E of sixth order in the variables £, 17, f can be derived from the poly-
nomial M in the variables £„ by letting £0 = 1, £1 = £, £2 = v, £3 = f. Similarly poly-
nomials En of fourth order in the variables £, 77, f are derived from Mu . The equation
E = 0 determines in general 3 surfaces in the space of coordinates (£, 17, f), which are
called the normal surfaces. For a given direction in (£, 57, f) space the distances from the
origin to these three surfaces are called 1 /a, 1/b, 1/c, in increasing order.

The kernel associated with the sixth-order differential operator D is then formally
given as an integral over the normal surfaces

K = (2ir) 3 JJ ^1 — ^1 — (C dS) J ~fsin st cos s£x + c.p., (10)

where dX is the surface element of the a-normal surface, and the cyclic permutation
refers to permuting the triple (a, b, c) and the corresponding normal surfaces. The
vectors £ and x are abbreviations for (£, ??, f) and (x, y, z). %-x is the scalar produet.
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Green's function for the equations of elasticity (5) follow now from (9) and (10) by-
differentiation

K" ' J? I'4*)"" // (' - t}"{1 " £)"*<> + «•")■ <">
For given values of the coordinates (x, y, z) and the time t the integration is taken over
those parts of the normal surfaces which are contained between the planes l[x = t
and £x = —t in (|, 77, f) space. All singular integrations or differentiations are to be
interpreted with the help of the theory of generalized functions [2].

Kn gives the displacement at the point (x, y, z) and time t in the ^-direction due to
an impulse of unit strength in the j-direction which is concentrated in space at the origin
and in time at t = 0. Kcan be shown to vanish for small I and for large t, namely if
t is so small that the planes | f, x | = t intersect all normal surfaces, and if t is so large
that the planes [ £-x ] = t intersect none of them. For given coordinates {x, y, z) Green's
function Ku has a singularity whenever the planes I f-x | = t are tangent to one of
the normal surfaces. If the singularity is a 5-function, one can call this singularity an
arrival since it may be compared with the signal propagation by compressional waves in
a liquid.

3. The amplitudes of the arrivals. Since Ku depends mainly on the direction of
the vector (x, y, z) and on the reduced time t = t/r with r = (x2 + y2 + z )1'2, Green's
function can also be written as

K„ - (4*r £, {If E„( 1 - Q"'(l -$)"i dz + c,.} (12)
with the condition | £ • x | < rr for the integration over the normal surfaces.

For a fixed point (x, y, z) we consider a value t° such that the planes | i;-x | = r°r
are tangent to one of the normal surfaces (called the critical surface to distinguish it
from the other normal surfaces) at the points ±(£°, 17°, f°). It is convenient to use a
local coordinate system (p, <r, r — t°) which is given by

£ = £° + a£p + ^ (r — r°),

r) = 170 + a„p + |S,o- + 5 (T ~ T°)> (13)r

t = t° + atp + P(<T + - (r — t°)r

The unit vectors a and (3 are tangent to the normal surface at (f°, rj°, f°), and directed
along the directions of principal curvature for the normal surface through (£°, 770, f°).
The equation of the normal surface is then given by

t — T
0 = i (£ + i) + •" (14)

in the neighborhood of the point of contact, and R2 being the principal radii of curva-
ture of the normal surface. The higher terms in the expansion of the equation for the
normal surface will not be needed to find the amplitudes of the arrivals.

The integral over the normal surface is differentiated with respect to t, so that its
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integrand has to be computed only in the neighborhood of the point (£°, j?°, f°). Indeed
for an elliptic point the intersection of the planes | £x | = rr with the critical surface
shrinks as r approaches r°. This is not true for a hyperbolic point, but then the inter-
section can be considered in only a limited fixed neighborhood, because the remaining
part does not contribute to the singularity. In the same manner the intersections with
the other (not critical) normal surfaces do not contribute to the singularity and are
therefore neglected in the present investigation. It is further assumed that in the neigh-
borhood of interest the functions Eu , (1 — b2/a), (1 — c /a), etc. are sufficiently
well behaved. The singularities come then only from the peculiar behavior of the inte-
gration // %-dZ, in the neighborhood of r = t°. This procedure gives the strongest term
in the singularities correctly.

At an elliptic point with Rl > 0 and R2 > 0 the approximate equation (14) can be
solved by

p = [2Ri{r — t°)]1/_ cos \f/ + • • • , u = [2R2(t — r°)]1/2 sin \f/ + • • ■ , (15)

so that the integration becomes

Jf Z-d-L = AftA)172 J dr J di + ■ • •
= 27rr°(r — t0)(RiR2)U~ + • * • , r > r°. (16)

An analogous result holds for Ri < 0 and R2 < 0

Jf i-dS = -ARjR,)1" f dr [' di +
= —2xt°(t° — r)(/?1i22)1/2 + ••• , r < r°. (17)

Outside of the range for r — r° which is fixed by the sign of R^ and R2 at an elliptic
point, the integrals above have to vanish.

At a hyperbolic point with Ri > 0 > R2 the equation (14) is modified by writing

p = VRi (p* + a*), <7 = (-R2)W\p* - a*), r - t° = 2p*a* + ■■■ . (18)

The range of integration is now limited by some arbitrary limits for the variables p* and
a*, namely — p° < p* < p° and — <r° < a* < <r°. This gives

II Z-dX = A-RJi,)1'2 II dp* -u<7* + ■••

= r\-RJt2)U\r - t°)| log , 2pV0 , + ll + • • • , (19)

where there is no restriction on the sign of r — r°.
The differentiation with respect to t of (11) can now be performed on the approximate

expressions (16) and (19), if one replaces again r by t/r. Ku is then to be understood as
a function of t for a fixed point (x, y, z). The strongest singularity of Ka for t in the
neighborhood of T°r, i.e. the amplitude of the arrival, is then obtained at an elliptic
point as

J. 62VYi CV(WV B/J o x , , (20)
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and at a hyperbolic point as

r, b*\~Y, A~' (-R,R2)1/2t0 1
H1 - 7/ V ~ aV  4ttt T=Tr ' (°r ̂  (21>

These formulae have been written as if they referred to the a-normal surface as the
critical surface. For the other surfaces as critical a cyclic permutation has to be made.
The arguments of the polynomial En are the coordinates (£°, ?j0, f°) of the point of
contact for the planes | Fx | = i.

4. Multivalued displacements. Multivalued displacements can be defined in the
following manner: A sequence of simply connected curves Ct in the plane z = 0, given
by their coordinates x*{u, t) and y*(<r, t) as functions of a parameter a, is assumed to be
known. The interior of C, is defined as that part of the z-plane which lies to the left of
Ct if one proceeds in the direction of increasing u. The displacement v{ is continuous
and has continuous derivatives outside of the plane 2 = 0. Also the derivatives of v{
are continuous across the z-plane for a given value of t, with the possible exception of
the curve Ct . But the values of v{ are discontinuous across the z-plane at a given time t
in such a manner that for a positive 5

i- r t, *\ t, i sm f°r (,x>y) inside C, , ,OONlim [Vi{t, x, y, -8) - v{(t, x, y, +5)] = J (22)
6—»0 0 for (x, y) outside C, .

Since the displacement v{ may be expected to have singularities on the curves C, ,
a small cylinder Z, around C, has to be cut out of the (x, y, z) space at constant time
t before applying Green's integral formula. Let (I, m, 0) be the unit vector perpendicular
to Ct for given value of <r, and let n be the speed with which the curve C, moves in that
direction for the value <j at the time t. A sequence of cylinders Z, can then be defined by

t = t* , en ? cos x = x*(a, t*) -\ . f cos#,
Vl + n2 Vl+n2

€771
y = y*(<r, t*) + , ,cost?, z = e sin &, (23)

Vl+n"
where the parameters t*, <j, and d are varied freely in order to describe a three dimensional
surface in (t, x, y, z) space. «is assumed to be a small positive quantity.

Green's integral theorem is now applied to the (t, x, y, z) space out of which the
interior of the cylinders Zt and a thin slab around the z-plane inside C, have been cut
out. This gives with Green's function (11) of the variables t — t',x — x', etc.

vk(t, x, y, z) = - f dt' f dx'dy'Ptyij^^r + [[[ d2',jzryn,,\Kik . (24)
J-co J interior Ct JJJ

Zt'

The situation in the present problem is not stationary, and the second term does in
general depend on the particular choice of the cylinders Z, , even in the limit of small
radius (small e). This leads to an ambiguity in the definition of the multivalued dis-
placement Vi which is connected with the possibility of applying concentrated forces on
the curves C, without changing the condition (22). Indeed such concentrated forces
cannot (in the nonstationary case) be related unambiguously to the integral over the
stresses acting on a small surface around the points of attack of these forces, as the
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cylinders Zt around C, . It can be shown that with the particular choice (23) of Z, the
second term of (24) vanishes in the limit e —> 0, if one inserts for v{ the function which
is defined by the first term of (24). The displacement

vk{t, x, y, z) = PiYi.-.ax J dt' J dx' dy'Kik(t — t',x — x', y - y',z - z') (25)

where the last integral is extended over the interior of C, , gives a multivalued solution
of the equations of elasticity which describes a moving dislocation in the 2-plane with
the Burgers vector /?,•. It is (at least apparently) independent of the particular choice of
Zt . At distances from C, which are small compared to the radius of curvature of C, ,
the displacement (25) corresponds to a uniformly moving dislocation.

The proof that as defined by (25) has the correct discontinuities in the 2-plane,
whereas its derivatives are continuous, is cumbersome. The details of the computation
will be worked out in the case of isotropic elasticity.

5. The isotropic case. The equations (5) can be written in the isotropic case

\{b2 d2/dx\ - d2/dt2) Sif + (a2 - b2) d2/dXi dx,}!*! = -/,■ . (26)

The operators Z)i; are simplified to

Da = (a2 A - d2/dt2) du - (a2 - b2) d2/dx, dx,- , (27)

and the relation (9) becomes

j(62 A — d2/dt2) 5i,- + (a2 — b2) d2/dXi dXj} Djk

= (a2 A - d2/dt2)(b2 A - d2/df) 8ik , (28)

where A is the Laplacian. The kernel K of (10) is now

K{t, x, y, z) = (2t) 3 J IJ d3k(b 1 sin bkt — a 1 sin akt){a2 — b2)~'k 3 exp (zk-x) (29)

with k2 — k\ + k\ + k2 . K and its first two derivatives with respect to time vanish
at t = 0, whereas its third derivative is 8(x)5(y)8(z) at t = 0. The integration can be
performed explicitly

K = T
47T

0 for at < r,

(a2 — b2)~\t/r — 1/a) for bt < r < at, (30)

[ab(a + 6)]_1 for r < bt.

With an arbitrary source distribution /,(£', x', y', z') and with K written as function
of t — t', x — x', etc. one has

jyUj^K),
• «*>" III MC"+ \'Z - «)''}•(31)

The operator D,,- acting on this expression leads to surface terms because of the peculiar
limits on the ^-integration. The i-component of the displacement due to the body forces
/,• is then given by
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(471-)_ 1 JJJ d3x'^b~2r~1fi(t — r/b) + d2(l/r)/dXi dXj J dt'-t'j^t — t')

+ r~\xi - x[){xi - ®5)[o"ar_1/,(/ - r/a) - - r/&)]l , (32)

where the time variable in /,• is explicitly indicated, the spatial arguments of /, are
x', y', z', and r is equal to ((a; — x')2 + (y — y')2 + (z — z')2)1/2. This last formula is
essentially the same as the one obtained by Love [3].

In the isotropic medium the coefficients (6) are

7ii.n — b2 Si,- 8kl + (a2 — b2) Sik 8(33)

as can be seen directly from (5) and (26). The Burgers vector /3, has now the components
(/3, 0, 0), since it is natural for the Burgers vector to lie in the slip plane 2 = 0, and the
^-coordinate may then be chosen parallel to the Burgers vector. The differentiation in
(25) is simply I3b28ud/dz. The integral in (25) corresponds exactly to the integral (32)
with /,• = 13b2concentrated in the space z = 0 inside the curves C, . Therefore the
displacements vh are given by the formula

t — r/a

/b
(4tt)"1/? d/dz- ff dx' dy'l— + b2 [' dt\t - V)

Jj { r t'-t-r/b dXi dxk jt-r/b

{Xj - x\)(xk - x'k)*1 2
r

0(41 _ i )
\(X T t' — t-r/a T t'-t—r/b'.

(34)

where the integration is extended over the inferior of C, .
It is not immediately apparent that this expression is discontinuous as z approaches

0. To show this property let us consider the first term which occurs only for k = 1, i.e.
only for the first component of the displacement,

— (4Tr)~lp JJ r~3zdx'dy', (35)

where the integration is extended over the interior of C, . This is interpreted as a surface
integral in the (tx', y') space, over the wave surface

b(t - t') = ((* - x')2 + (y- y')2 + *2)1/2 = r, (36)

as far as it lies inside the curves Ct . As z approaches 0, the main contribution to the
integral comes from the point (x', y') in the immediate neighborhood of the values
(x, y), provided the point (x, y) lies inside the curves Ct at time t. Moreover since the
integral (35) over (xy') converges without restriction to the interior of the curves C, ,
the contribution of this boundary to the integral (35) vanishes as z approaches 0. There-
fore (35) becomes in the limit of vanishing z

- (4x)"]/3 lim JJ Kx_xy +%-yy +(37)

integrated over all (xy') space. This last integral is —13/2 sign z, and it has just the
discontinuity at z = 0 which is required by (22). By the same method the integral (35)
is seen to vanish for the points in the z-plane outside the curves C, . The various parts
of (34) can be investigated by similar arguments.
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